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Finding and utilizing demand-oriented data to meet public demands for creating sustainable and inclusive regulation

policies are essential.
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1. Introduction

The definition of “regulation” in any given national and legal context varies depending on a country’s perspective on the

scope, the type, and the purpose of the government intervention. Even though regulations are intended to reflect the

opinion of the majority of the people and the universal values of society, they may still be viewed as roadblocks.

Regulation policies are crucial for a country’s transition into the global digital age because they may influence a country’s

global competitiveness. However, while developing a strategy for establishing a demand-oriented policy is important in the

creation of sustainable and adaptive regulations, it is still insufficient, according to empirical studies. At the same time,

little guidance has been offered in this regard. Therefore, this study attempts to overcome the limitations of existing

studies by means of data-based regulation research, involving the collection and analysis of regulatory complaint data, in

order to evaluate demand and supply-oriented policies. The current study suggests measures by means of which

demand-oriented data may be found, so as to help develop better regulatory policies that are distinguished by strategies

tailored to their context, rather than by strategies that mirror the policies of other countries.

Research on demand-oriented policy creation was initiated by efforts to establish policies that included minority opinions

in the policy formation process . Through the experiences of existing policy failures, we began to devise a way in

which even minority opinions might be reflected in policies  that were demand oriented. It has become apparent,

however, that regulatory policies are one of the most effective methods of creating new awareness of the need for further

regulations in the policymaking process . For example, the use of complementary payment systems on the internet,

such as accredited authentication, has directly led to the creation of innovative new industries. Indirectly, the issue of

supplementation has also increased because of these regulations, and this problem has had to be solved through further

regulation.

Research using demand-oriented data has proceeded as follows. The company innovation strategy “VoC” (Voice of the

Customer) was used to gather information and opinions on products and product difficulties so as to improve them and

establish future development strategies . It was considered that government policy should utilize civil and

environmental complaint data to inform decision-making data in future policymaking . Former studies, however, had

not adequately explained smaller intervening factors by demarcating data.

Government regulations are designed to create beneficial economic and social outcomes for individuals and businesses,

but the rapid advent of novel technologies and services has rendered existing regulations inadequate and created a

pressing need for regulatory challenges. With regard to the temporary regulatory suspension, the question of which

regulations to suspend and how to defer them remains. By means of channels such as the “Regulatory Reform

Sinmungo” (a bulletin board of civil complaints for regulatory reform) in South Korea, the government has been actively

identifying and solving people’s difficulties by listening to their opinions and offering solutions.

2. Investigation into Civil Complaints

Until now, policymakers have not focused on the benefits of minority opinions for reasons of regulatory equity and

avoidance of responsibility. Policymakers working in public offices respond sensitively to public opinion and thus fail to use

this window of opportunity to collect feedback that could benefit consumers. The diverse reasons for this include an

incentive structure that does not allow policymakers to focus on minority opinions, as well as insufficient time and

resources. As an alternative, this study attempted to analyze existing information on public demands scientifically. It
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categorized the results of this analysis into a horizontal problem and provided policy implications for the agenda. This

study's insights can be utilized to continuously improve policy efficiency by discovering common issues in public opinions

regarding regulation, classifying them, and then trying to systematically improve them.

From the perspective of agent-centered institutionalism, the use of civil petition data, as a product of active agent

interaction, provides an important basis for institutional development. For the development of regulatory-related policies in

the future, a window for collecting the opinions of actors, based on where the regulation is taking place, should be opened

to induce interaction for active system improvement . To effectively bridge the gap between policy demand and

supply, it is important to take note of factors such as the location of a grievance. If a certain area has a higher frequency of

a particular complaint, detailed information about that issue must be collected so that a resolution can be offered at the

earliest possible time. At the government level, it is necessary to collect civil complaint data related to place-based

regulations as a window for active interaction. This can help the development of a more sustainable and adaptive

regulatory policy, away from the existing historical institutionalism, toward agent-centered institutional design. For the

development of sustainable and adaptive regulatory policy, some specific alternatives from the ACI micromechanism are

as follows.

Civil complaints related to regulations can be used as reference material for government policies . For instance,

they can be used as basic plans for the adjustment of policies related to emerging products such as kickboards and

drones. As is evident from the aforementioned analysis, regulatory policies should be developed considering the concept

of area (e.g., the regulatory sandbox that exempts the enforcement of regulations for a certain period in a given area ),

a concept that has hitherto not received sufficient attention in policy formulation.

As confirmed by the results, it is necessary to consider the significance of area. This suggests that a land management

system for regulatory policy is needed to allow for the autonomous formulation of regulatory policies through the small-

scale management of land. It is worth considering an area-based participation system of “participatory policymaking in

regulation,” an application of the concept of “participatory policymaking” in which regulatory policies are formulated with

the participation of citizens . This calls for a software-based, rather than hardware-based, management of regulatory

policies. To realize this, the creation of policies through people’s participation should be strongly considered. It is essential

to actively listen to the inconveniences and difficulties caused by recently emerging means of transportation. It is crucial to

actively study the regulatory details concerning new industries and services that are difficult to regulate through existing

systems. Instead of investing too much in research and development to prepare for an unpredictable future, the

government needs to execute policies by addressing actual inconveniences, which will lead to their efficient and effective

resolution. Therefore, the dark data can be used for regulation-related policies to overcome the limitations of existing

research and establish differentiated strategies through demand-oriented policies.

A multidimensional analysis of data on civil complaints is still required. Using big data analysis, we must collect a variety

of policy ideas, upon which a transparent, evidence-based management system for policy decision-making can be based

. Previous policies, formulated by a handful of administrators, did not reflect the concerns and requirements of

consumers, for whom the policies were first formulated. Therefore, it is necessary to close the gap between policy supply

and demand by actively using data from civil complaints.

3. Conclusions

First, while regulation-related civil complaints mostly request improvements in systems, it was verified that the solution lies

in the improvement of the standards of existing systems. From the perspective of policy demanders, it was confirmed that

the need for authentication systems was required in establishing the standards of regulatory policy. In particular, it was

confirmed that there was a high demand for regulation policy in the fields of chemicals, loans and payments, and

farmland.

From the standpoint of alternatives, it is possible to reasonably assume the probable public response to a new industry,

which is important for identifying new policy demands. From the perspective of the policy alternative, it is suggested that

the policy in terms of the management of regulatory policy should be implemented first. This implies that it can be

developed through the revision of laws and regulations. For instance, the content of vehicle standards is closely related to

area management. However, the use of new means of transportation is not being permitted in terms of existing

regulations. This indicates that it is necessary, not only to set standards for new means of transportation, but also to

support these means through the management of physical areas such as buildings, residential areas, and parking spaces,

rather than to focus on the functions of such facilities.
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According to the semantic network analysis by groups , there was a strong relationship between construction

laws and facility management in the policy demand data. It was observed that construction laws and regulations greatly

influenced the management of a facility. In order to improve management, it is, therefore, first necessary to examine

construction-related laws or regulations. According to an analysis by group, while standards and rights were the main

factors implicated with regard to policy demand, it was observed that the need for management was the principal factor

with regard to policy supply. There were many problems related to standards and rights in civil complaints concerning

regulatory policy, and to address them, solutions need to be found in terms of the government’s governance system.

The policy formation process can be improved by exposing the public's misconceptions, as well as utilizing data to

understand policy demands and find relevant solutions. This study has emphasized the role of the government in

providing policies based on the perspective of policy providers, but policies should also reflect the opinions of policy

consumers, even those whose opinions are not especially common .
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